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High Sulfur Loading and Capacity Retention in Bilayer
Garnet Sulfurized-Polyacrylonitrile/Lithium-Metal Batteries
with Gel Polymer Electrolytes

Changmin Shi, Saya Takeuchi, George V. Alexander, Tanner Hamann, Jonathan O’Neill,
Joseph A. Dura, and Eric D. Wachsman*

The cubic-garnet (Li7La3Zr2O12, LLZO) lithium–sulfur battery shows great
promise in the pursuit of achieving high energy densities. The sulfur used in
the cathodes is abundant, inexpensive, and possesses high specific capacity.
In addition, LLZO displays excellent chemical stability with Li metal; however,
the instabilities in the sulfur cathode/LLZO interface can lead to performance
degradation that limits the development of these batteries. Therefore, it is
critical to resolve these interfacial challenges to achieve stable cycling. Here,
an innovative gel polymer buffer layer to stabilize the sulfur cathode/LLZO
interface is created. Employing a thin bilayer LLZO (dense/porous)
architecture as a solid electrolyte and significantly high sulfur loading of
5.2 mg cm−2, stable cycling is achieved with a high initial discharge capacity
of 1542 mAh g−1 (discharge current density of 0.87 mA cm−2) and an average
discharge capacity of 1218 mAh g−1 (discharge current density of
1.74 mA cm−2) with 80% capacity retention over 265 cycles, at room
temperature (22 °C) and without applied pressure. Achieving such stability
with high sulfur loading is a major step in the development of potentially
commercial garnet lithium–sulfur batteries.
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1. Introduction

Inorganic solid-state Lithium-Sulfur
(Li–S) batteries are a promising next-
generation energy storage system due to
the low cost and high theoretical energy
density of sulfur (2600 Wh kg−1 and
2800 Wh L−1) and the nonflammabil-
ity of ceramic solid-state electrolytes
(SSEs).[1–6] Among all types of SSEs
in Li–S batteries, the sulfide elec-
trolyte and cubic phase Li-filled garnet
(Li7La3Zr2O12, LLZO) electrolytes are
the most promising candidates because
of their high ionic conductivity at room
temperature.[7–11] Unlike the sulfide-
based SSE, LLZO is more chemically
stable against Li metal and does not
produce toxic gases when exposed to
air and moisture, making it a poten-
tially preferable SSE for solid-state Li–S
batteries.[12–15]

Nevertheless, these exist critical stabil-
ity limitations on both the anodic and the

cathodic sides of the garnet electrolyte. On the Li metal an-
ode side, published results demonstrate Li dendrite growth in
LLZO,[12,16] especially between the grain boundaries.[12] To over-
come this issue, multiple strategies have been explored, such as
building a lithophilic layer at the LLZO/Li-metal interface[17] and
applying a polymer interlayer to improve the physical contact be-
tween LLZO/Li-metal.[18] In addition to the chemical modifica-
tions at the interface, we thoroughly resolved the Li dendrite issue
by implementing unique porous/dense/porous LLZO “trilayer”
and porous/dense LLZO “bilayer” architectures[19–21] to inhibit
dendrite growth and enable high areal current densities of 10 mA
cm−2 in Li-Li symmetric cells without applied pressure.[19] The
porous layer can accommodate the volume change of the Li metal
side during cell cycling[22] and can also withstand high Li pen-
etration stress and high current density.[23] On the sulfur cath-
ode side, studies have indicated that the sulfur cathode/Ta-doped
LLZO (Ta-LLZO) interface can be unstable, with the sulfur re-
acting with La-segregation phases at the Ta-LLZO surface[24] and
significant (≈80%) volume expansion during discharge[25,26] that
applies significant stress/strain to the sulfur cathode/Ta-LLZO
interface, potentially resulting in crack formation in the solid ce-
ramic phase.
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Figure 1. a) Schematic illustration of our cell configuration and b) the in situ formed GPE on the bilayer LLZO. c) The ATR-FTIR of the pure LiFSI, 1,3
Dioxolane (DOL), polymerized DOL (poly-DOL), 1,2-Dimethoxyethane (DME), and the GPE. (c). EIS measurement of different LiFSI concentrations in
GPE. The frequency range is from 0.1 MHz to 100 Hz at an amplitude of 25 mV.

In our previous work, we added a Polyethylene Oxide (PEO)-
based interlayer between the sulfur cathode and bilayer Ta-LLZO
to improve the chemical and mechanical stability of the in-
terface during cycling, with the resulting Li–S battery demon-
strating a high initial discharge capacity of 1307 mAh g−1.[24]

However, this solution required a relatively large amount of
catholyte (20 μL cm−2), reducing cell energy density. Likewise,
the low sulfur mass loading and the high mass of thick LLZO
separators[27–30] in these cells negatively impacted their energy
densities.

To address these issues, we have developed an innovative gel
polymer electrolyte (GPE) as a catholyte to replace the PEO as a
stabilizing interlayer between the cathode and the thin Ta-LLZO
bilayer electrolyte (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The GPE
was synthesized in situ on the dense Ta-LLZO surface, to stabilize
the sulfur cathode/Ta-LLZO interface while maintaining good
physical contact. In addition, instead of using elemental sulfur
as cathode active material (CAM) as we demonstrated before,[24]

sulfurized polyacrylonitrile (SPAN) was chosen as the sulfur ac-

tive material due to its demonstrated excellent cycling stability,
higher electronic conductivity, and less volume change than ele-
mental sulfur.[31–33]

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. In Situ Gel Polymer Electrolyte

Figure 1a shows a schematic of our innovative GPE/Ta-LLZO hy-
brid electrolyte. A thin ZnO layer was deposited on both sides
of the bilayer Ta-LLZO to improve wetting between the Li metal
and the Ta-LLZO (on the anode side)[19,21] with an average thick-
ness of ≈9 nm (Figure S2, Supporting Information). By using
ALD technique, the inner surface of the porous layer can be uni-
formly coated.[34] This improved wetting ability was due to the
reaction between ZnO and Li metal to form Li-Zn alloy, through
which the Li diffuses along the ZnO ALD layer and wets the Ta-
LLZO surface.[34] During cell fabrication, we observed that the
ZnO ALD coating layer also improved the wetting between the
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GPE and the Ta-LLZO (on the cathode side). This is due to the
inherent hydrophilic nature of the ZnO[35] and also likely due to
increased surface free energy[36] of Ta-LLTZO after coating with
the thin ZnO ALD layer. The GPE interlayers were synthesized
with three different Lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) salt
molar concentrations of 1 m (m ≡ mol L−1), 2 m and 3 m. For the
sake of brevity, the mixtures will be referred to as “1 m GPE”, “2 m
GPE”, and “3 m GPE”, respectively.

The GPE was characterized by Attenuated Total Reflection-
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) in
Figure 1b. Within the fingerprint region (i.e., below 1500 cm−1),
the 1 m GPE showed –C–H- out-of-plane stretching of the 1,3
Dioxolane (DOL, i.e., the GPE precursor) transmittance peak at
916 cm−1, indicating the presence of residual unpolymerized
precursor. In contrast, no residual unpolymerized precursor
was observed in the ATR-FTIR spectra for the 2 GPE and 3 m
GPE, indicating they were completely polymerized. The detail
regarding the GPE peaks is provided in Table S1 (Supporting
Information).

The average GPE thickness is 2.5–3 μm. The conductivity of
the GPEs was measured using electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS). From the Nyquist plot in Figure 1c, the average
ionic conductivity of 1, 2, and 3 m GPE at 22 °C was 5.6, 4.5, and
3.5 mS cm−1 (Figure S3, Supporting Information), respectively.
Because of their high conductivity, the average area specific resis-
tance (ASR) of the bulk 1, 2, and 3 m GPEs contributes only 4.7,
5.6, and 8.6 ohm-cm2, to the total cell ASR. The ionic conductivity
of the GPEs were not tested at elevated temperature due to their
thermal instability above room temperature (Figure S4, Support-
ing Information).

The impedance of the GPE/Ta-LLZO interface (for 1, 2, and
3 m) and the GPE/SPAN cathode interface was also measured
(Figure S5, Supporting Information). The equivalent circuits of
these systems are shown in Figure S5a,b (Supporting Informa-
tion). The overall interfacial ASR between the GPE and the Ta-
LLZO was 31 ohm-cm2 (1 m) (Figure S5c, Supporting Informa-
tion), 46 ohm-cm2 (2 m) (Figure S5d, Supporting Information),
and 63 ohm-cm2 (3 m) (Figure S5e, Supporting Information),
respectively. The overall interfacial ASR between the GPE and
the SPAN cathode was very low, measuring only 3.5 ohm-cm2

(1 m), 4 ohm-cm2 (2 m), and 5.5 ohm-cm2 (3 m), respectively
(Figure S5f–g, Supporting Information).

2.2. Electrochemical Performance of GPE/bilayer Ta-LLZO Cells

The electrochemical cycling performance of all our garnet Li–
S cells was tested at 22 °C using a high sulfur mass loading
of 5.2 mg cm−2 and different GPE concentrations. The 1 m
GPE cell was unable to properly cycle due to an infinitely long
charge time (Figure 2a) at a discharge/charge current density
of 0.87/0.435 mA cm−2. The analysis of infinite long charge
time phenomenon was given in Section 2.4. Conversely, both
the 2 and 3 m GPE cells charged and discharged normally as
shown in Figure 2b–f, Figures S6 and S7 (Supporting Informa-
tion). Note that, the asymmetric discharge/charge current density
was applied because of the good capability of maintaining high
and stable cell cycling performance as demonstrated by previous
results.[37]

EIS measurements show that the 2 and 3 m GPE cells had total
ASR values of only 105 ohm-cm2 and 124 ohm-cm2, respectively
(Figure S8, Supporting Information). Figure 2b–d illustrates the
long-term cycling performance of the 2 m (cell #1) and 3 m GPE
(cell #2) cells discharged at 0.87 mA cm−2 at 22 °C. The 2 m GPE
cell demonstrated a high initial capacity of 1542 mAh g−1 with
an average capacity of 1379 mAh g−1 over 60 cycles. Similarly,
excellent performance was shown by the 3 m GPE cells, with an
average capacity of 1316 mAh g−1. Both the stability under cy-
cling and the magnitude of battery capacity (under high sulfur
mass loading and high current density) suggest that a stable cath-
ode/electrolyte interface was successfully formed with almost no
capacity fade for 60 cycles.

In Figure 2e the cycling stability of both the 2 m (cell #3) and
the 3 m (cell #4) GPE remained after increasing the discharge
current density to 1.74 mA cm−2. The average discharge capac-
ity of the 2 m GPE cell was 1218 mAh g−1 for the first 265 cycles
with 80% capacity retention. The average discharge and charge
voltage was 1.73 V and 2.26 V, respectively. Note that, the 80%
capacity retention was calculated after the capacity of cell #3 was
stabilized at the 5th cycle. The 3 m GPE cell had an average dis-
charge capacity of 1116 mAh g−1 over 200 cycles. The voltage
profile of cell #3 and cell #4 is shown in Figure S6 (Supporting
Information).

In Figure 2f, the capacity recoverability of the 2 m GPE design
was evaluated using cell #5 for a sequence of discharge current
densities:1.74 mA cm−2 (0.2C, 1C = 1670 mA g−1), 2.61 mA cm−2

(0.3C), 4.35 mA cm−2 (0.5C), 8.7 mA cm−2 (1C) and then back to
1.74 mA cm−2 (0.2C), with 10 cycles for each condition. It was
observed that the average discharge capacity for the 10 cycles at
8.7 mA cm−2 was as high as 1015 mAh g−1, 74% of the average
discharge capacity (1375 mAh g−1) at 1.74 mA cm−2. When the
cell was switched from 8.7 mA cm−2 back to 1.74 mA cm−2, the
final average discharge capacity was 1293 mAh g−1, which was
comparable to the initial average discharge capacity observed for
the first 10 cycles at 1.74 mA cm−2. (The voltage profile of the test
is shown in Figure S7, Supporting Information.) This demon-
strates that even relatively high discharge C-rates for Li–S cells
are possible with our GPE-stabilized sulfur cathode/Ta-LLZO in-
terface.

2.3. Cell Performance Comparison

Achieved cycle number, average discharge capacity, and energy
density are critical factors for battery performance evaluation.
Cell #3 (Figure 2e), which achieved an average discharge capac-
ity of 1218 mAh g−1 for over 265 cycles, outperformed previously
published garnet Li–S cells, as shown in Figure 3a,b, especially
in terms of sulfur loading, average discharge capacity, and energy
density.

Similarly, cell #1 produced a high initial discharge capacity of
1542 mAh g−1 (Figure 2d) at 0.87 mA cm−2, which corresponds
to an energy density of 223 Wh kg−1 (769 Wh L−1), shown in
Figure 3b–d. This is among the highest values reported for gar-
net Li–S cells to date. Moreover, by simply reducing the dense
layer thickness to our previously demonstrated 10 μm, [22] we can
project an energy density of 296 Wh kg−1 (924 Wh L−1), as indi-
cated in Figure 3c,d. The energy density calculation approach was
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Figure 2. The electrochemical performance tests of our GPE/bilayer Ta-LLZO designs. a) The voltage profile of the 1 m GPE cell. The charge process
cannot be finished. b,c) Cycling performances of 2 and 3 m GPE cells, respectively. d) Cycling performances of 2 and 3 m GPE cells. The discharge and
charge current density for (a–d) are 0.87 mA cm−2 and 0.435 mA cm−2, respectively. e). Cycling performances of 2 and 3 m GPE cells at a discharge
current density of 1.74 mA cm−2. f). Capacity recoverability/C-rate performances of the 2 m GPE design ranging from 1.74 mA cm−2 to 8.7 mA cm−2

and then back to 1.74 mA cm−2. Note that, C-rate is based on the theoretical capacity of elemental sulfur.

the same as our previous results[24] and can be found in Table S2
(Supporting Information). A comparison of our work with state-
of-the-art results for garnet Li–S cells is shown in Table S3 (Sup-
porting Information).

In addition, for a projected Ta-LLZO dense-layer thickness of
10 μm, further energy density projections based on different sul-
fur loading (mg cm−2) are shown in Figure S9 (Supporting Infor-
mation). For example, for a sulfur loading of 7.5 mg cm−2 as we

previously demonstrated,[38] an energy density of 361 Wh kg−1

and 1116 Wh L−1 is achievable.

2.4. Cell Stability Characterization

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) scans were used to study the phase sta-
bility of the bilayer Ta-LLZO after battery cycling. As shown in
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Figure 3. Cell performance evaluation. a,b) and c,d) are the comparison of total number of cycles, average discharge capacity, gravimetric, and volumetric
energy densities, respectively. Note that, open red star and open violet star indicated the demonstrated and projected energy densities, respectively. The
detailed values are quantified in Table S3 (Supporting Information) with references cited.

Figure S10 (Supporting Information), pure cubic Ta-LLZO was
well maintained after cycling the 1, 2, and 3 m GPE cells, indicat-
ing there were no crystal structure changes in the Ta-LLZO dur-
ing the SPAN de-lithiation/lithiation process. These measure-
ments confirmed the phase structure stability of the Ta-LLZO in
our GPE/bilayer Ta-LLZO design.

Interfacial decomposition between Ta-LLZO and GPE due to
electrochemical reactions were investigated by X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure 4 shows the C 1s and F 1s spectra
of Ta-LLZO which confirm the prolonged charging issue in 1 m
GPE compared to the cycled charge-discharge in 3 m GPE. The
largest difference in the decomposition between 1 m GPE cells
and 3 m GPE cells was in the comparative magnitude of the fluori-
nated carbon peak in the XPS spectra. In the C 1s spectra, the low-
est binding energy peak is a hydrocarbon at 284.8 eV.[39] A peak
at 286.2 eV is attributed to C–O bonds,[40] which is likely from
decomposed GPE. A peak at 288.3 eV is attributed to ketones,[40]

and a peak ≈289.7 eV is attributed to carbonates.[40] Ketones and
carbonates are expected to be decomposition products from GPE.
In contrast to the C 1s spectra from 3 m GPE (Figure 4b), a promi-
nent peak of fluorinated carbon[40] is observed, while the peak
of fluorinated carbon in 1 m GPE shown in Figure 4a is very
small. The higher amount of fluorinated carbon in 3 m GPE cell
compared to the 1 m GPE cell suggests that there was a greater
amount of fluorinated decomposition products formed at LLZO
surface at higher concentrations.

In the F 1s spectra, a peak ≈684.8 eV is attributed to LiF.[39,40]

The amount of LiF increased for the 3 m GPE (Figure 4d) to nearly
double the amount in 1 m GPE (Figure 4c). A peak ≈688.3 eV is at-
tributed to decomposed FSI[24] and a peak ≈689.4 eV is attributed
to fluorinated carbons.[39,40] The amount of fluorinated carbon in
F 1s is significantly higher in 3 m GPE than in 1 m GPE, which is
consistent with the results from C 1s spectra. The peak areas of
decomposed FSI and fluorinated carbon relative to LiF peak area
are larger in 3 m GPE than 1 m GPE. The increase in the ratio of
decomposed FSI and fluorinated carbon over LiF indicates that
there was difference in decomposition process of FSI. As indi-
cated in both F 1s and C 1s spectra, increased amounts of LiF,
fluorinated carbon, and decomposed FSI were observed in 3 m
GPE compared to 1 m GPE. The ratio of fluorinated carbon and
decomposed FSI with respect to LiF was roughly 10 times higher
in 3 m GPE than in 1 m GPE, which is higher than the increase
of concentration which is three times more. This suggests that
the electrochemical reaction at Ta-LLZO surface is concentration-
dependent. This difference in the electrochemical reactions may
have contributed to successful charging and good capacity re-
tention of 2 and 3 m GPE cells. 2 and 3 m GPE did not show
a prolonged charging issue as 1 m GPE. This suggests that the
change of the electrochemical reactions due to higher concentra-
tion helped to stabilize the Ta-LLZO surface.

This difference in the electrochemical reactions may be
attributed to different salt-to-solvent ratios. The higher the
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Figure 4. XPS analysis on the electrochemical decomposition between Ta-LLZO and GPE through XPS. C 1s and F 1s spectra of Ta-LLZO charged in 1 m
GPE and cycled in 3 m GPE. a,b) show C 1s spectra of 1 m GPE and 3 m GPE, respectively. c,d) shows F 1s spectra of 1 m GPE and 3 m GPE, respectively.
The same color was used for the same decomposed compounds in C 1s and F 1s spectra for 1 and 3 m GPE to be easy for comparison.

salt-solvent ratio the greater the decomposition of the salts at
the GPE-LLZO interface, which appears to improve its stabi-
lization. Hence, the 1 m GPE cell had an unstable GPE-LLZO
interface because of its comparatively lower salt-to-solvent ra-
tio. In a similar organic-salt/organic-solvent system, lithium bis-
(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)amide (LiTFSA)/acetonitrile (AN) sys-
tem, it is reported that the decomposition reactions in an elec-
trolyte also change according to its concentration. The authors
used DFT-MD simulations to show that the molecule with the
unoccupied molecular orbital that is the lowest in the electrolyte
(0.4 m LiTFSA/AN) is AN, hence lowest unoccupied molecular or-
bital (LUMO) is determined by AN. On the other hand, in 4.2 m
LiTFSA/AN, TFSA has the unoccupied molecular orbital that is
the lowest in the electrolyte, not AN, hence LUMO is determined
by TFSA at high concentration. Accordingly, decomposition of
AN is preferred in 0.4 m LiTFSA/AN while TFSA anion decompo-
sition is preferred in 4.2 m LiTFSA/AN.[41,42] The changes of the
surface reactions to favor salt decomposition at higher as a func-
tion of salt concentration in electrolytes have been reported with
various salts (LiFSI, LiTFSA, LiPF6, LiN(SO2C2F5)2, LiClO4, etc),
various organic solvents (AN, propylene carbonate (PC), dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), DME, ethylene carbonate (EC): diethyl car-
bonate (DEC), etc) and with various electrode materials (graphite,
Li metal, Al, LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4, LiMn2O4, etc).[41,42,51,43–50] Hence it
is reasonable to assume that the decomposition reaction also
changed in the LiFSI/poly-DOL + DME system because it was
suggested that FSI also becomes the molecule with the unoc-
cupied molecular orbital that is the lowest in the electrolyte as

the concentration of LiFSI increases, which goes along with pre-
ferred FSI decomposition over solvents observed by XPS.

Assuming the same analogy of the DFT-MD simulation[41,42]

can be applied, decomposition of FSI was preferred over decom-
positions of solvents for the 2 and 3 m cell, leading to more LiF,
fluorinated carbons and FSI decomposed products formed on Ta-
LLZO surface that was characterized by XPS. The Li 1s, S 2p, N
1s, and O 1s spectra of 1 and 3 m GPE are shown in Figures S11
and S12 (Supporting Information), respectively, and discussed in
the supporting information. All the XPS spectra of 2 m GPE are
shown in Figure S13 (Supporting Information).

In addition to XPS spectra results, the ATR-FTIR spectra
(Figure 1b) show that there is –O–C- stretching (1080 cm−1) from
DOL in the 1 m GPE cell. This finding suggests the DOL was only
partially polymerized in the 1 m GPE. Accordingly, we infer that
the incompletely polymerized 1 m GPE still has liquid-like behav-
ior, which allowed the sulfur cathode to come into direct contact
with the Ta-LLZO surface and react with a lanthanum-segregated
secondary phase,[24] eventually resulting in cell degradation.

The morphology of the SPAN cathode before and after cycling
was characterized through SEM and EDX mapping. As shown
in Figure S14a (Supporting Information), the SPAN cathode of
the 1 m GPE cell showed severe micro-cracking after discharg-
ing at 0.87 mA cm−2. Conversely, no micro-cracking was visible
in the SPAN cathodes of the 2 or 3 m GPE cells (Figure 5a,b).
This is because less LiF was formed in the 1 m GPE cells com-
pared with the 2 and 3 m GPE cells (Figure 4). As LiF-rich inter-
facial layers have been shown to be effective at accommodating
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Figure 5. The morphology of SPAN cathode after cycling. a,b). The SPAN cathode under a fully discharged state with an applied discharge current
density of 0.87 mA cm−2 for 2, and 3 m GPE case, respectively. c,d). The SPAN cathode after cycling under a fully charged state for 2 and 3 m GPE cells,
respectively. e,f) are the TEM images of SPAN after cycling in a fully charged state for 2 and 3 m GPE cases, respectively.

the stress/strain evolution resulting from electrode volume
change,[52,53] less LiF formation meant the cathode/LLZO inter-
face was less effective at accommodating the stress/strain, as evi-
denced by micro-cracking in the SEM images (Figure S14a, Sup-
porting Information). If the 1 m GPE cells could run a complete
discharge/charge cycle, we presume it would have had faster
capacity decay compared with 2 and 3 m GPE samples due to
this microcracking issue. However, in the fully charged state, the
SPAN cathodes in both the 2 and 3 m GPE samples (Figure 5c,d)
had almost the same morphologies as the pristine SPAN cathode

(Figure S14b, Supporting Information), with no visible micro-
cracking or delamination. Maintaining the integrity of the cath-
ode microstructures of the cells was critical to achieving stable cy-
cling performance.[54] Higher magnification SEM and EDX map-
ping images and analysis are shown in Figure S15 (Supporting
Information).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images in
Figure 5e,f revealed a crystalline cathode electrolyte inter-
face (CEI) layer had formed after cycling in the 2 and 3 m GPE
cells and were ≈4 and 5 nm thick, respectively. A repressive
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crystalline nature of CEI is shown in Figure S16 (Supporting
Information). The thin and conformal CEI coating layer likely
helped passivate the cathode surface, providing a stable cath-
ode/electrolyte interface[55] and potentially helping to mitigate
interfacial stress/strain associated with the sulfur volume expan-
sion which can help produce good particle contact. The elements
distribution of CEI cannot be characterized through TEM due to
the instability under strong electron beam conditions.

3. Conclusion

By modifying the sulfur cathode/LLZO interface through the ad-
dition of an in situ formed GPE interlayer between LLZO for
both 2 and 3 m GPE, we fabricated cells that demonstrated stable
performance and good energy densities. For the 2 m GPE cells,
we obtained a high initial discharge capacity of 1542 mAh g−1

discharged at 0.87 mA cm−2, corresponding to an energy den-
sity of 223 Wh kg−1 and 769 Wh L−1 (cell #1). In addition, the
2 m GPE cell (cell #3) delivered an average discharge capacity
of 1218 mAh g−1 (80% capacity retention) over 265 cycles dis-
charged at 1.74 mA cm−2. This excellent electrochemical perfor-
mance was principally due to the stabilized SPAN cathode/LLZO
interface through the GPE interlayer. In particular, the preferred
FSI decomposition over decomposition of the solvents in 2 and
3 m GPE, compared to decomposition of solvents being preferred
over FSI decomposition in 1 m GPE. The stabilized sulfur cath-
ode/LLZO interface was likely due to the formation of a com-
pletely intimate and conformal CEI coating layer that protected
the sulfur cathode/LLZO interface and potentially helped miti-
gate the stress/strain generated by volume expansion of sulfur
cathode. The stability and high performance obtained from this
new cell architecture provide a promising pathway for the devel-
opment of garnet-type solid-state Li–S batteries for practical ap-
plications requiring high energy densities.

4. Experimental Section
LLZO Synthesis: Ta-doped LLZO pellets were prepared through a

solid-state reaction. Stoichiometric amounts of lithium hydroxide mono-
hydrate (LiOH*H2O, 98%, Alfa Aesar), tantalum oxide (Ta2O5, 99.85%,
Alfa Aesar), zirconium oxide (ZrO2, 99.9%, Inframat Advanced Materials)
and preheated lanthanum oxide (La2O3, 99.99%, GFS Chemicals) were
ball milled and calcined at 900 °C for 10 h in a magnesium oxide crucible.
After drying the calcined powder, it was pressed into pellets and covered
with sufficient mother powder before sintering at 1100 °C for 8 h. XRD
was used to confirm the pellets were pure cubic phase LLZO (Figure S17,
Supporting Information). The synthesis process for Ta-doped LLZO bilayer
was based on the synthesis process for Nb-doped LLZO discussed in our
previous publication,[20] with the Ta precursor replacing the Nb precur-
sor to form Li6.75La3Zr1.75Ta0.25O12. Fish oil, toluene, and Isopropyl alco-
hol were added to the calcinated powder and ball milled for 24 h. Sub-
sequently, benzyl butyl phthalate, polyalkylene glycol, and polyvinyl butyral
were weighed out and mixed for another 24 h. After that, the slurry was cen-
trifugally dried for 30–40 min. For the dense layer, the slurry was directly
cast at 10 cm min−1 through a doctor blade onto a mylar sheet while being
heated at 120 °C. For the porous layer, poly(methyl methacrylate) spheres
were added into the slurry and ball milled for another 1hr before tape cast-
ing. The dense tape and porous tape were laminated together using a hot
press roller. After that, the bilayer tape was sintered in a tube furnace at
1100 °C. The Li2CO3 on the surface of the bilayer LLZO and LLZO pellet
was removed by heating the samples to 800 °C for 2 h under inert gas flow.

After that, a ZnO ALD coating layer was deposited using an ATHENA ALD
system (Forge Nano Inc.). The thickness of the ZnO ALD coating layer was
characterized by Auto ELIII Ellipsometer. ZnO ALD coating characteriza-
tion data details are shown in Figure S2 (Supporting Information).

Li Metal Anode Fabrication: Pure-Li metal (MTI Corp.) was melted at
265 °C on a hot plate inside an Ar-filled glovebox (O2 < 0.1 ppm and H2O
< 0.1 ppm). The oxidized molten Li metal surface was carefully removed
using a razor blade. The porous layer of the bilayer Ta-LLZO was directly
placed onto the molten Li as shown in the video in our previous study[24]

and then the hot plate was cooled to room temperature.
GPE Preparation: Lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI, 99.9%, Alfa

Chemistry) was vacuum dried at 120 °C for 24 h before use. DOL (99.8%,
Millipore Sigma) and DME (99.5%, Millipore Sigma) solvents were dried
by 4 Å molecular sieves (Millipore Sigma) for at least 3 days before use.
The liquid solutions of 1 m/2 m/3 m LiFSI in DOL were drop-casted on the
dense side of the bilayer LLZO, followed by heating to 45 °C overnight and
then resting at 22 °C for 24 h to enable DOL polymerization. After that, a
solution of 1 m LiFSI in DME was drop-cast on top of the polymerized DOL,
creating the GPE. The solutions of 1 m/2 m/3 m LiFSI in DOL and solution
of 1 m LiFSI in DME were mixed in volume ratios of 1:1. All preparations
were performed in an Ar-filled glovebox.

SPAN Cathode Preparation: Elemental sulfur (S, Millipore Sigma) and
polyacrylonitrile (PAN, Mw. ≈151 000, Millipore Sigma) were mixed with
a mass ratio of 8:1 and a high-energy ball was milled overnight. After that,
the S and PAN mixture was heated to 300 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C min−1,
held at 300 °C for 7.5 h under flowing Ar, and then cooled to 25 °C. The sul-
fur was 44 wt% of the SPAN material (Table S4, Supporting Information).
The SPAN obtained was amorphous in our previous publication.[56] The
obtained SPAN powder was mixed with carbon black (H.M. Royal Inc.) in
a mass ratio of 8:2 under and dispersed in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP,
99.5%, Millipore Sigma), followed by strong stirring to ensure uniform
mixing. The SPAN/carbon black suspension was then drop-cast onto a
carbon felt to achieve a sulfur mass loading of 5.2 mg cm−2, followed by
drying at 100 °C overnight in an Ar-filled glovebox with O2 < 0.01 ppm and
H2O < 0.30 ppm.

Electrochemical Measurement: 2032-type coin cells (MTI Corp.) were
used for all battery cycling measurements, which were conducted us-
ing an Arbin BT 2000 instrument. The coin cells were rested at 22 °C
for at least 24 h before cycling. The voltage cutoffs were set to 1 and
3.2 V (vs Li+/Li), followed by a constant voltage charge at 3.2 V un-
til the current fell to 0.087 mA cm−2. A current density of 0.435 mA
cm−2 was used during the constant-current charge process for all the
battery tests. The capacity was calculated based on the mass of sulfur
in the SPAN. EIS measurements for calculating GPE conductivity were
performed by a Solartron 1260 Impedance/Gain-phase Analyzer, and a
stainless steel/GPE/stainless steel cell configuration was used. The EIS
measurements of GPE conductivity were performed in an Ar-filled glove-
box. The conductivity of GPE was calculated using Ohm’s law: 𝜎 = 1

R
L
A

,
where R, A, and L are the total resistance, the area, and the thickness of the
GPE, respectively, The GPE/LLZO interfacial EIS and GPE/sulfur cathode
interfacial EIS were measured by using a Bio-logic VSP-300 potentiostat.
Impedance curve fitting was performed using the Z-fit software. See the
Supporting Information for the equations used.

Characterization: 1). SEM and EDX images were captured with a Tes-
can GAIA FEG SEM. All samples were washed with NMP and DME sol-
vents and dried before characterization. 2). ATR-FTIR was recorded by
NEXUS 670 FTIR instrument. The background signal was subtracted be-
fore any ATR-FTIR measurement. 3). The elemental analysis was con-
ducted by LECO 628 carbon nitrogen analyzer to measure the sulfur con-
tent concentration in the SPAN. Samples were combusted at 950 °C and
CO2 was measured by infrared detection, while the nitrogen gas was mea-
sured for thermal conductivity. Results were reported as percent carbon
(%C) and percent nitrogen (%N) and calculated from the mass of the
sample placed inside a Tin sample cup (Table S4, Supporting Informa-
tion). 4). Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was carried out using TGA-50
(Shimadzu Inc) under pure N2 gas flow with a ramping rate of 1 °C min−1

to 30 °C. To better demonstrate the thermal stability of GPE at elevated
temperatures, the program was set to hold at 30 °C for 15 min, followed

Adv. Energy Mater. 2023, 13, 2301656 2301656 (8 of 10) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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by a ramping rate of 3 °C min−1 to 300 °C. 5). TEM observation was per-
formed on JEM 2100F (JEOL, Japan) at 200 keV. All samples were washed
with NMP and DME solvents and dried before characterization. 6). XRD
was performed using a C2 Discover diffractometer (Bruker AXS) with a Cu
K𝛼 radiation source (𝜆 = 1.54056 Å) operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The
samples were rinsed with NMP and DME solvents before XRD measure-
ments. 7). All the samples were transferred to He glove box in a sealed
bag prior to XPS measurements. The glove box atmosphere was kept at <
0.1 ppm O2 and < 0.0 ppm H2O. The samples were loaded on a ca. 2 cm
diameter puck with Cu tape and transferred to an XPS chamber without air
exposure using an air-tight transfer vessel. XPS spectra were obtained with
the Kratos Axis Ultra DLD using monochromatic Al Ka (10 mA, 15 kV). XPS
scans were carried out at 20 eV pass energy. A charge neutralizer was used
during the measurements with a filament current of 1.8 A and a charge bal-
ance of 2.5 V. XPS spectra was analyzed with CasaXPS.[57] All the spectra
were referred to C 1s peak of hydrocarbon at 284.8 eV. Tougaard-type back-
ground was subtracted before deconvolution and analysis of the peaks.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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